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Abstract In this paper, a methodology is developed to identify consistency of rating curve data based
on a quality analysis of model results. This methodology, called Bidirectional Reach (BReach), evaluates
results of a rating curve model with randomly sampled parameter sets in each observation. The combina-
tion of a parameter set and an observation is classified as nonacceptable if the deviation between the
accompanying model result and the measurement exceeds observational uncertainty. Based on this classifi-
cation, conditions for satisfactory behavior of a model in a sequence of observations are defined. Subse-
quently, a parameter set is evaluated in a data point by assessing the span for which it behaves satisfactory
in the direction of the previous (or following) chronologically sorted observations. This is repeated for all
sampled parameter sets and results are aggregated by indicating the endpoint of the largest span, called
the maximum left (right) reach. This temporal reach should not be confused with a spatial reach (indicating
a part of a river). The same procedure is followed for each data point and for different definitions of satisfac-
tory behavior. Results of this analysis enable the detection of changes in data consistency. The methodology
is validated with observed data and various synthetic stage-discharge data sets and proves to be a robust
technique to investigate temporal consistency of rating curve data. It provides satisfying results despite of
low data availability, errors in the estimated observational uncertainty, and a rating curve model that is
known to cover only a limited part of the observations.

1. Introduction

Discharge estimation through rating curves is a widespread technique in the field of hydrologic monitoring.
A rating curve relates discharge to stage measurements in a river section. This rating curve, which is gener-
ally derived from a limited number of flow measurements, then allows to transform high-frequency stage
records into discharge values. This is an effective method to avoid the installation of expensive discharge
measurement stations that require intensive maintenance.

When calibrating rating curves, data consistency is a critical issue. Especially for locations that are subjected
to changes in river geometry or flow conditions (e.g., caused by weed growth), it is crucial to detect and
describe both rapid and gradual changes in rating curve behavior. In operational hydrology, a commonly
used practice for the assessment of these changes is to examine the difference between the current rating
curve and new observations [Reitan and Petersen-Øverleir, 2011]. Consecutive and systematic deviations that
exceed observational uncertainty are an indication for a transition in data consistency. The success of this
approach depends upon measurement frequency and accuracy, knowledge of the site-specific conditions,
and experience of the analyst [Reitan and Petersen-Øverleir, 2011]. Moreover, it is hard to pinpoint gradual
changes in river cross section or in roughness objectively with this technique.

Data consistency in rating curve observations has been studied by several authors and with a diversity of
methods. A rather pragmatic approach was applied by McMillan et al. [2010], who selected the 0.5 year
return period discharge as the threshold to define a major event. These thresholds are used to identify peri-
ods of stationarity between major flood events and thus the assumption is made that floods are the only
causes of change in rating curve behavior. Westerberg et al. [2011] implemented a weighted fuzzy regres-
sion technique with a moving time window to detect temporal variability of stage-discharge relationships.
Comparably, in the field of hydrologic modeling, a dynamic identifiability analysis is used to identify time
dependency of parameters [Wagener et al., 2003; Van Hoey et al., 2014]. These methods have the
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disadvantage that results depend on the choice of an appropriate window size for the moving window.
This dependency is expected to gain importance in case of a limited data availability or an irregular time
spread of observations. Both of these data restrictions often occur in rating curve data series and hence lim-
it the applicability of these methods. Another approach was proposed by Reitan and Petersen-Øverleir
[2011], who applied a hierarchical Bayesian analysis that makes use of the stage-discharge observations.
The rating curve parameters are viewed as continuous time stochastic processes and the final goal of this
analysis is to assess parameters that are used to describe a time evolution of these rating curve parameters.
The method combines results of different submodels that simulate this time evolution, each considering
one or more rating curve parameters to be constant. The preferred submodel is selected using Bayesian
model hypothesis testing. This selection is site-specific and sometimes alters with small changes in the prior
information that is used. At the same time, Jalbert et al. [2011] investigated nonstationarity of stage-
discharge relations based on a variographic analysis. Within predefined validity periods, the authors consid-
er both an initial rating curve error and an aging error, the latter caused by the increasing risk of a change
in the river bed over time. To overcome the predefined validity periods in this method, Morlot et al. [2014]
expanded it with two preliminary steps. The first consists of a chronological segmentation of the observa-
tions by clustering the differences between a mean rating curve and measurements. In a second step, an
in-depth analysis is performed to select hydraulic analogs of each gauging within a consistent data period.
Although observational uncertainties are considered in the latter step, the first and hence defining segmen-
tation of consistent data periods does not account for them.

All above mentioned methods for the detection of temporary or permanent changes of the reference
hydraulic regime involve assumptions or decisions that more or less influence eventual results. Moreover,
the majority of them depart from the definitive choice of a rating curve model and include an assessment
of its parameters distribution. However, a preliminary approach to detect data consistency prior to an in-
depth analysis as in Morlot et al. [2014] forms a logical sequence. Robustness of this first step, i.e., little
dependency of assumptions and choices to be made is then a crucial success factor.

The Bidirectional Reach (BReach) methodology presented in this paper is established to provide this prelimi-
nary identification of data consistency through an analysis of realizations of a rating curve model. Crucial in
this approach is to start from a straightforward definition of a consistent period. Similarly as in operational
hydrology, a period is considered to be consistent if no consecutive and systematic deviations from a cur-
rent situation occur that exceed observational uncertainty. This definition requires the assessment of

1. Observational uncertainty.
2. A current situation.
3. The consecutive and systematic character of nonacceptable deviations.

Unless more local information is available, literature values of uncertainties on stage and discharge meas-
urements can be used for the first item. In this paper, a model (i.e., the combination of a rating curve model
and a parameter set) and its accompanying results are classified as acceptable for a gauging point if these
results fit in a rectangular acceptance zone that is enclosed by the 95% uncertainty boundaries of the stage
and discharge measurements, respectively.

The assessment of a current situation is less evident. In this research, this is done by assessing the capability
of a model to describe a subset of the data. In previous studies, several authors already used rating curve
models that only describe a subset of the data. In McMillan et al. [2010], these subsets are based on the
occurrence of peak discharges above a defined threshold. Krueger et al. [2010] fit rating curve parameters
on different data subsets and evaluate each parameter set with its performance for the remaining data and
Morlot et al. [2014] work with a selection of data measured under the same hydraulic conditions. In McMillan
and Westerberg [2015], a likelihood weight for uncertainty assessment is proposed that uses the size of the
subset that can be described by one rating curve as an input. Inspired by the latter, the BReach methodolo-
gy introduces the maximum left and right reach of a model in each data point of a chronologically sorted
data series. This maximum reach of a model in a data point is assessed in both the direction of the previous
data points (left) and of the following data points (right) and is the index (and accompanying data point)
beyond which none of the sampled parameter sets both are satisfactory and result in an acceptable devia-
tion. Additionally to the above mentioned definition of acceptable deviations, a definition of satisfactory
behavior of a model and its results in a sequence of data points is thus required. In this paper, the
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percentage of data points that are allowed to have a nonacceptable model result defines satisfactory
behavior. This condition is called the degree of tolerance.

To avoid confusion between a temporal reach (as defined in this paper) and a spatial reach (often used to
indicate a part of a river), the latter is consequently referred to as ‘‘river reach.’’

Combining the resulting maximum left and right reaches for different degrees of tolerance leads to the
third requirement in the definition of consistent periods, the assessment of the consecutive and systematic
character of nonacceptable deviations. This is illustrated below with an example.

The assessment of the maximum reaches is illustrated in Figure 1 for a set of 276 gauging points that are
approximated using a power law with three parameters as a rating curve model:

Q5c:ðh2h0Þn (1)

where Q is the discharge [m3/s], c is a scale coefficient [m3=n/s], h is the stage [m], h0 is a location parameter
[m] expressing the stage of zero flow, and n is an exponent [–] whose value depends on the type and the
shape of the considered cross section(s).

First, a degree of tolerance of 0% is assumed, which implies that model results must fit in the acceptance
zone of all data points to be satisfactory. All data points are sorted chronologically and the index that indi-
cates the position of a data point within the data series is used to refer to it. In a first example, one set of
parameters is considered that results from the minimization of the root-mean-square error (RMSE) in all
data points. It should be noted that the choice to illustrate the methodology using this model, further
referred to as ‘‘the RMSE optimized model,’’ is arbitrary and does not influence final results. For this model,
the left and right reaches are assessed in Figure 1a. For each index in the x axis, the colored area shows the
span between the index of the left reach (under the bisector) and the right reach (above the bisector). This
is illustrated in the detailed part of the figure for the data point with index 125. This vertical distance
between the left and right reach indicates the maximum amount of data points around the index of interest
that can be described by the model under the prevailing degree of tolerance. Each discontinuity in the left
or right reach indicates the presence of a gauging point for which the RMSE optimized model generates
unacceptable results. The figure shows that no series of consecutive acceptable model results is longer than
seven data points. However, it is likely that other parameter sets with higher RMSE values exist that reach
further. Therefore, all parameter sets that were sampled for the RMSE optimization are included in a second
analysis. For the three parameters, ranges for these samples are based on physical considerations (section
2.1.2). For each of these samples, the left and right reach in each data point are assessed similarly as in Fig-
ure 1a. Subsequently, the outermost indices of all these reaches in a point are selected as the maximum left
and right reach and are shown in a BReach plot (Figure 1b). This plot confirms that in nearly all data points,
at least one parameter set exists that reaches further than the RMSE optimized model. When analyzing this
plot, it is important to notice that the distances between the bisector and respectively the maximum left
reach and the maximum right reach in a point are not necessarily caused by the same parameter set(s).
Again, discontinuities in one of the maximum reaches indicate the presence of a gauging point for which
the models that realize this reach have unacceptable results.

As the degree of tolerance is very stringent, the discontinuities in the BReach plot provide information on
the diversity of the data points that is related with one of the following causes: (1) the occurrence of a
higher observational error than estimated for the definition of acceptable results, (2) model deficiency in
certain ranges of the investigated variables, and (3) data inconsistency. It can be expected that discontinu-
ities caused by (1) and (2) tend to be singularities in the data series. Even if a few consecutive stage-
discharge data are measured in a short time span, there is a (often wanted) large variation in height range
and flow situations of the stage-discharge data in time. Therefore, observational errors and model structural
errors in these data points can be considered to occur randomly and independent of errors in neighboring
points. On the contrary, if a discontinuity is caused by data inconsistency, it can be expected that the follow-
ing data points will show a comparable change in behavior toward the previous data points. For that rea-
son, the same analysis is performed with more relaxed degrees of tolerance that allow model results to be
unacceptable in 5%, 10%, 20%, and 40% of the data points. For these more relaxed degrees of tolerance,
only a limited subset of the observations is required to have acceptable model results for the assessment of
both reaches. Therefore, limits in the maximum reach due to causes (1) and (2) will disappear from the plots
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Figure 1. BReach plot of a synthetic data series with a created abrupt change in data consistency at index 201 for a degree of tolerance of
(a) 0% and only one parameter set in the analysis, with indication of maximum left reach ( ), maximum right reach ( ), and analyzed index
( ) for the data point with index 125 (b) 0% indicating possible last points of a first consistent period ( ) and possible first points of a second
consistent period ( ) (c) 40% with two indicative transition points ( ). In all subplots, for each index in the x axis the colored area indicates
the span between the index of the maximum left reach (under the bisector) and the maximum right reach (above the bisector).
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and those caused by data inconsisten-
cy will be stressed. This is confirmed in
Figure 1c, showing a BReach plot for a
degree of tolerance of 40%. In this
plot, only one of the discontinuities of
Figure 1b remains visible. In Figure 2a,
a combined BReach plot is shown with
results of all different degrees of toler-
ance. In this combined plot, a change
in data consistency is visible for all
degrees of tolerance at the data point
with index 201. This corresponds with
the characteristics of the data series
that is used for this illustrative exam-
ple, which is a synthetic data series
with a created transition in data con-
sistency at index 201.

As the different degrees of tolerance
provide complementary information, a
wide range of degrees of tolerance is
combined when performing a BReach
analysis. These results are used for the
last requirement in the definition of
consistent periods, i.e., the assessment
of the consecutive and systematic
character of nonacceptable deviations.

The different steps that constitute the BReach methodology are discussed more exhaustively in the next
section. The methodology is validated with measured data and various synthetic data sets to test (1) the
basic capability of the methodology to detect changes in data consistency, robustness when (2) data avail-
ability or (3) observational uncertainties alter and (4) effects of known model structural errors on results.

2. Methods

2.1. BReach Methodology: Description and Application
BReach (Bidirectional Reach) is a methodology to reveal patterns in consistency of rating curve data based
on a quality analysis of model results. The consecutive steps in this methodology are:

1. Selection of a model structure for the analysis.
2. Sampling of the parameter space.
3. Assessment of acceptable model results.
4. Assessment of different degrees of tolerance.
5. Assessment of the bidirectional reach for all degrees of tolerance.
6. Identification of consistent data periods.

Each of these steps is discussed in the following subsections.
2.1.1. Selection of a Model Structure for the Analysis
A first step in the BReach methodology is the choice of a rating curve model that appropriately describes
the relation between discharge and stage for an important part of the measured range. In practical applica-
tions, rating curves are often expressed as a power law (equation (1)). This approach is allowed when the
flow is controlled locally and determined by both the (regular) geometry and the roughness of a narrowing
construction or section in the river. If the flow is determined by the geometry, slope, and roughness of a
more extended river reach, this equation can be derived from uniform flow theory in specific situations.
First, flow conditions must be uniform and no lateral inflow occurs in the river reach. Second, the cross sec-
tion is wide, has a regular shape and is prismatic along the river reach. Moreover, a resistance coefficient
(e.g., Manning or Ch�ezy coefficient) is assumed constant for all stages [Schmidt and Yen, 2001; Petersen-

Figure 2. Combined BReach plots of synthetic data series with a created abrupt
change in data consistency (a) at index 201, (b) at index 48, (c) at index 103. In all
subplots, for each index in the x axis the gray area indicates the span between the
index of the maximum left reach (under the bisector) and the maximum right reach
(above the bisector). Each gray tint represents a different degree of tolerance.
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Øverleir and Reitan, 2009]. Nevertheless, a power law can fit empirically for other situations in which some
of these (stringent) assumptions are violated. However, very irregular cross sections, highly dynamic flow
conditions or important backwater effects can alter the behavior of stage-discharge data fundamentally,
inducing large uncertainties in discharges simulated with a power law [e.g., Petersen-Øverleir and Reitan,
2005, 2009; Petersen-Øverleir, 2006; Dottori et al., 2009].

Despite of these restrictions, a simple power law is used to validate the BReach methodology both with
measured data and with synthetic data that contain an interruption in data consistency. This choice is justi-
fied for most of the cases investigated in this paper. Nevertheless, in some of the cases these assumptions
are deliberately violated. Hence, an appropriate test of the methodology’s robustness with relation to model
structural errors is provided.
2.1.2. Sampling of the Parameter Space
A strategy for sampling the parameters of the rating curve model has to be decided on. In the BReach
methodology, this strategy determines the parameter sets that will be investigated, and is thus implicitly
represented in results. An appropriate choice of a sampling strategy is thus important.

For each set of data points in this paper, the sampling strategy for the parameters of the rating curve model
is the same. Although in some studies, values for the location parameter h0 are sampled from a very wide
interval [e.g., Moyeed and Clarke, 2005], many authors limit its sample range to values that approach the
(mean) river bed [e.g., Pappenberger et al., 2006; Le Coz et al., 2014; McMillan and Westerberg, 2015]. In this
paper, h0 is sampled from the interval [hbed 2 40 cm, hmin 2 15 cm], where hbed is the lowest bed level of
the available reliable cross-section measurements that accompany a measured data set. For synthetic data
sets, it is the local height of the river bed in the hydraulic model. The value of hmin is the lowest water level
in the data series. Based on theoretical values for n, that depend on the type and shape of the cross sec-
tion [Le Coz et al., 2014], samples of n are limited to the interval [0.5, 3.5]. The sampling interval for the
coefficient c of the power law model is based on the outermost values obtained when applying the pow-
er law function for all data points with the upper and lower limits for h0 and n. The resulting lowest value
for c is halved to form the lower limit while the highest value is doubled to determine the upper limit. It is
a deliberate choice to truncate the sample intervals and thus to limit parameter values within a physically
realistic order of magnitude. This choice avoids the use of parameter sets that may fit well for the
measured data, but perform poorly when extrapolating the rating curves toward higher discharges
[Le Coz et al., 2014].

The simple structure of the power law model (that allows for abundant calculations within a relatively short
time period) and the limited sampling intervals permit an intensive sampling that covers the complete
parameter space. As no preference is given to certain values of h0 and n, they are both sampled from a uni-
form distribution. Parameter c is sampled from a uniform distribution after log-transformation in order to
acquire a more dense sampling for smaller values. A Latin Hypercube sampling is performed on the three-
dimensional parameter space and 1.3 3 106 times samples are taken.
2.1.3. Assessment of Acceptable Model Results
In a next step, the generated model outputs are evaluated with respect to each available gauging point and
classified as acceptable or nonacceptable. This requires the definition of a quality level that enables this
classification. In this paper, a crisp discrimination is applied that accounts for uncertainties on both mea-
sured stages and discharges. A model, i.e., the power law simulated with one of the sampled parameter
sets, and its accompanying results are acceptable in a data point if these results fit within the rectangular
zone that is enclosed by the 95% uncertainty boundaries of the stage and the discharge measurement. This
corresponds with the approach in several studies that only accept model results within the uncertainty
bounds of the data used for model evaluation [e.g., Beven, 2006; Pappenberger et al., 2006; Blazkova and
Beven, 2009]. Based on observational uncertainties of discharge and stage reported in the literature [e.g.,
Pelletier, 1988; Pappenberger et al., 2006; McMillan et al., 2010, 2012], 95% boundaries are assumed to be
61 cm for stage and 66% for discharge. This estimation of uncertainty could be commented as rather low,
especially for the highest and lowest flows. Therefore, the effect of misjudging these measurement uncer-
tainties on BReach results will be investigated (section 2.3.3).

The result of this step is a binary matrix with classification results for each parameter set and each data
point. This binary character implies the possible presence of false rejections (type II errors) of model results
for those data points that have a larger measurement error than covered by the acceptance zone.
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2.1.4. Assessment of Different
Degrees of Tolerance
Next, different degrees of tolerance
have to be defined. A degree of toler-
ance is the condition that defines satis-
factory behavior of a model and its
results for a sequence of data points.
In the cases applied in this study, a
degree of tolerance is defined by the
percentage of points within a data
series that can have nonacceptable
model results. It is important to note
that these degrees of tolerance
express satisfactory behavior as
defined within the context of a BReach
analysis, but do not necessarily corre-
spond with satisfactory behavior in
terms of final model performance. In
an in-depth analysis of consistent data
periods that follows a BReach analysis,
more severe conditions for satisfactory
behavior can be imposed to model
results.

These degrees of tolerance are compa-
rable with the limits of acceptability as
defined in the Generalized Likelihood
Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) [Beven,
2006; Beven and Binley, 1992] that

serve to distinguish between behavioral and nonbehavioral models. However, the input for BReach is not
limited to one fixed degree of tolerance. It requires a range of degrees, varying from highly demanding to
extremely flexible. The flexible degrees will avoid the disadvantage of possible type II errors, but are also
more likely to include type I errors (false acceptances). Each of these degrees offers thus additional insight
for the interpretation of results.

Also the capability of the rating curve model to describe the complete range of investigated data points
will influence the range of degrees of tolerance to be chosen. If the model is known to have only a limited
scope, it is necessary to include sufficiently large degrees of tolerance. On the contrary, a very large degree
of tolerance can completely conceal the variability in a data set. It is hence recommended to assign a wide
range of degrees of tolerance for all applications. For the power law rating curves, that can contain model
errors caused by governing flow conditions and varying cross-section properties, degrees of 0%, 5%, 10%,
20%, and 40% are used for all cases.
2.1.5. Assessment of the Bidirectional Reach for all Degrees of Tolerance
For all degrees of tolerance, the bidirectional reach of each of the data points has to be assessed based on
the classification matrix of the chronologically sorted data series. First, a degree of tolerance is assumed.
Subsequently, for each data point the temporal span for which a parameter set behaves satisfactory
(according to this degree of tolerance) is assessed along this chronological data series both in the direction
of the previous data points (left span) and of the following data points (right span). Within these two spans,
the index of the furthest observation with an acceptable result is called the left or right reach, depending of
the direction of the investigation. When aggregating the reaches in a data point for all parameters sets,
points of interest are the outermost left and right reaches. These outermost reaches represent indices
beyond which none of the parameter sets is acceptable within a series of data points with satisfactory
behavior. They are referred to as the maximum left and right reaches. They can be summarized for all data
points in a BReach plot (Figures 1b and 1c). For each data point on the x axis, the height of the gray area
represents the distance between the maximum left reach (under the bisector) and right reach (above the

Figure 3. (a) The River Demer situated in the Scheldt river basin. (b) The study
area as covered by the MIKE 11 model.
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bisector). In this plot, the vertical dis-
tance between the bisector and the
maximum left reach indicates the max-
imum amount of data points before
the investigated data point that can be
described by at least one parameter
set and under the prevailing degree of
tolerance. For the data points after the
index of interest, this maximum
amount is indicated similarly by the
vertical distance between the maxi-
mum right reach and the bisector.

This procedure is repeated for all
degrees of tolerance. In Figures 2a–2c,
BReach plots are combined for all
applied degrees of tolerance, and thus
summarize the results of an analysis.
2.1.6. Identification of Consistent
Data Periods
Sudden changes in one of both
reaches in a BReach plot are indica-
tions for changes in data behavior. In a
combined BReach plot, all degrees of
tolerance provide complementary
information. As discussed in section 1,
the stringent degrees of tolerance pro-
vide information on the diversity of
the data points that is related with one
of the following causes: (1) the occur-
rence of a higher observational error
than estimated for the definition of
acceptable results, (2) model deficien-
cy in certain ranges of the investigated
variable(s), and (3) data inconsistency.

When more relaxed degrees of tolerance are applied, results are allowed to be unacceptable in a higher
percentage of the data points and thus only a limited subset of the data points within a reach is required to
have acceptable model results. It is hence more likely that a subset exists that consists of comparable data
points (i.e., data points that can be described by the examined parameter set). Hence, the influence of
excesses in observational errors and the model’s partial imperfection decreases and the maximum reach is
able to pass a number of observations with nonacceptable model results. However, a significant change in
geometry or flow conditions will interrupt this sequence of comparable observations. As a result, changes
in data consistency will be emphasized in the corresponding BReach plot. Nevertheless, these consistency
transitions can disappear in a BReach plot with a very high degree of tolerance.

Although they indicate changes in model performance precisely, BReach plots with low degrees of toler-
ance imply too wide a variety of possible causes for these changes. Plots with high degrees of tolerance on
the other hand concentrate on the presence of changes in data consistency but the large failure tolerance
prohibits locating these changes precisely. If BReach plots that combine all degrees of tolerance show con-
sistent data periods, it is thus necessary to assess limits of consistent data periods based on all available
results. Although user inference is required for this assessment, it is performed in a systematic manner. A
first step is to decide on the amount of transition points to consider and to suggest a nearby index for each
transition based on plots with high degrees of tolerance. If a clear discontinuity remains visible in these
plots, it can be considered as a possible change in data consistency. A primary indication of the location of
such a change is found by identifying the data points near this discontinuity that have a minimum distance
between the bisector and the maximum left or right reach (red asterisks in the detail of Figure 1c).

Figure 4. BReach analysis results for different synthetic data series, each repre-
sented by a horizontal bar. The gray tint indicates the geometry from which data
points origin, characterized by its deviation in depth (D) and width (W) from the
basic geometry. Dashed lines indicate detected consistent data periods. Dia-
monds under the bar indicate the resulting last data point of the period before
transition. Diamonds above the bar indicate the resulting first data point of the
period after transition.
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Based on these indicative location(s),
BReach plots with more severe degrees of
tolerance permit a final assessment of
consistent data blocks. An example is
illustrated in the detail of Figure 1b. If in
these plots, the maximum right reach of
several points that precede an indicative
location obtains a nearly constant value,
this value refers to a data point that is
possibly the end of a first consistent peri-
od as no parameter set has a right reach
that covers a larger subset of data points.
Furthermore, a data point close to the
indicative locations that precedes a sud-
den increase in the value of the maximum
left reach after a series of data points with
a nearly constant value for this reach also
indicates a possible limit of a first consis-
tent period. Both indices are indicated in
the detail of Figure 1b ( ). Finally, the max-
imum of both indices is defined as the
last data point of this first consistent peri-
od. Similarly, a starting point of a second
consistent period can be extracted based
both on the data point that coincides
with a sudden increase in the value of the
maximum right reach followed by a near-

ly constant value of this reach and on a nearly constant value of the maximum left reach for several data
points that follow an indicative location ( in the detail of Figure 1b). The minimum of both indices indicates
the first point of a new consistent period. With this approach, it is possible that the two resulting consistent
data periods overlap and have some common data points. This is due to the fact that a transition in geome-
try or flow conditions is often a gradual change, and can hence cover several measurements that match
both the initial and the new situation.

The example that is used to illustrate is a situation with a clear transition in data consistency. Albeit highly
robust in all tested cases, it is not unthinkable that for some other situations the BReach methodology
results in less distinctive plots and thus in a less evident decision process. Nevertheless, indications about
data (in)consistency can be valuable to guide a more in-depth analysis that follows this preliminary data
analysis.

2.2. Validation With Measured Data
The BReach methodology is tested on a stage-discharge data set measured in Aarschot. This measurement
station has a well-documented history and thus allows for verifying changes in data consistency with infor-
mation about historical events, changes in measuring device, and human interventions in the river. The sta-
tion of Aarschot is located in the east of Flanders in the river Demer and has an upstream catchment of
2146 km2. The river Demer is a part of the Scheldt river basin (Figure 3). The river’s regime is mainly influ-
enced by rainfall events. In Aarschot, a small backwater effect occurs when stages in the river Dijle, in which
the Demer discharges, are high. However, hydraulic model simulations indicate that this effect is smaller
than the observational uncertainty that is assumed in section 2.1.3. Large infrastructure works to deepen
and widen the river and to heighten the river dikes in the 1970’s and the beginning of the 1980’s had a
large influence on the river’s regime. Since then, the stage-discharge relation is known to be relatively sta-
ble. In Vanlierde [2013], an overview is given of the maintenance works between 2003 and 2010 in the prox-
imity of Aarschot. The works that are expected to have an effect on the stage-discharge relation in Aarschot
are a widening of the river bed (March–April 2008), the construction of a temporary dam that obstructed a

Figure 5. Measured and adapted discharge at the upstream boundary of the
MIKE 11 model [m3/s].
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part of the river’s cross section (May–November 2007) and a reshaping of the winter bed profile (August
2009 to December 2010). These works were all located in a zone of 1 km upstream Aarschot.

For this data set, stages recorded manually during a discharge measurement are compared with stages
recorded by the continuous measurement device. Stages that deviate more than 5 cm are treated as out-
liers and not used in the analysis. To prevent that a series of nearly simultaneous measurements dominates
the results of the analysis, stage-discharge measurements performed within a time span of 2 h are averaged
to result in one single data point if the difference in stage of these measurements does not exceed 3 cm.
Hence, nearly simultaneous measurements are considered as separate information if the flow regime alters
rapidly. Between 1980 and 2014, 277 stage-discharge data points are hence available in Aarschot. The stage
of the lowest stage-discharge measurement is 14 cm higher than the lowest stage ever recorded and the
stage of the highest measurement is 2 cm lower than the highest peak ever recorded.

2.3. Validation With Synthetic Data
A further validation of the BReach methodology is performed based on synthetic data created by use of
hydraulic models. In previous studies, several authors already used results in internal nodes of one-
dimensional hydraulic models for rating curve research. Franchini et al. [1999] used a variable parameter
Muskingum-Cunge model to synthesize the rating curve in a cross section based on both a local stage
record and a reliable rating curve in an upstream section of the same river. Dottori et al. [2009] used results
of two hydraulic models as true data to test different rating curve formulas that account for unsteady flow
conditions. Other studies use a hydraulic model for a sensitivity analysis to assess the contribution of one or
more error sources to rating curve uncertainty [e.g., Di Baldassarre and Montanari, 2009; Lang et al., 2010]. In

Di Baldassarre and Claps [2010] and
Neppel et al. [2010], hydraulic models
with different geometric situations are
created based on historical informa-
tion. Their impact on rating curves in
an internal model node is investigated,
with a particular focus on high flows.
Domeneghetti et al. [2012] perturb dis-
charge results of a hydraulic model
with a Gaussian random error to create
a synthetic stage-discharge data set.
This data set is then used to assess rat-
ing curve uncertainty and its effect on
the calibration of a second, different
hydraulic model.

In this paper, several hydraulic models
with different cross-section data are
constructed as in Di Baldassarre and
Claps [2010] and Neppel et al. [2010].
Each of these models is used to simu-
late a large range of stage situations
and accompanying discharges that
can be considered as a consistent data
set. Results of different models can
thus be combined to create synthetic
data series with a known transition
point between two consistent periods.
Similar as in Domeneghetti et al. [2012],
these data series are perturbed with a
Gaussian noise that accounts for
observational uncertainty. The consec-
utive steps of this approach are docu-
mented below.

Figure 6. (a) Basic geometry used for the validation case with limited model per-
formance (gray) versus original geometry (black), both for the same location in
the MIKE 11 model. (b) Synthetic rating curve data with a created abrupt change
in data consistency at index 103 caused by a deepening of the river’s cross sec-
tions with 1 m and a widening with 2 m (validation case with limited model
performance).
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2.3.1. Hydrodynamic Model
For the creation of the synthetic data, a MIKE 11 hydrodynamic model of the river Demer was available. This
hydrodynamic model is constructed by the Flemish Hydrological Information Centre for operational water
management purposes and was only slightly adapted for this research. The model covers the entire river
reach as indicated in Figure 3b. The measurement station of Aarschot is situated internally in this model
and is chosen as the location to create synthetic data.

The MIKE 11 software solves the continuity equation and the momentum equation of de Saint Venant using
a six-point finite difference numerical scheme and thus enables to simulate a one-dimensional hydrody-
namic flow problem in a river system [MIKE by DHI, 2011].

The river system is defined by a network of branches, nodes, and structures that represents the real geo-
metric situation. The hydrodynamic problem is fully specified by boundary conditions at the network
boundaries and by initial conditions. The model of the river Demer is implemented using fictitious river
branches, representing the floodplains. These branches are connected to the river by spills, simulating the
river dikes. For this research, the original model calibration based on the flood event of November 2010
[Bogman et al., 2013] is adopted without major changes. The only modification to the original model was
the removal of the upstream part of the model, situated outside the region of interest.

The consequence of using a hydraulic model to create synthetic rating curve data is that model errors will
affect these synthetic data. Therefore, it should be mentioned that although the roughness (Manning coeffi-
cient) in the hydraulic model of the river Demer varies spatially, it has a constant value for all stages of a
cross section [Bogman et al., 2013]. However, effective Manning coefficients of a hydraulic model may vary
for different flow conditions. Domeneghetti et al. [2012] show this for the river Po, using a model that solves
the de Saint Venant equations with a four-point finite difference scheme (UNET). In this study, calibrated
Manning coefficients decrease with increasing discharges, tending asymptotically to a constant value.

Figure 7. Scatter plot with parameter values of the rating curve model in the x axis and (a) percentage of acceptable results in the y axis (b) distance to the maximum left reach in the y
axis. Scatter plot with parameter values of the rating curve model both in the x and in the y axis for which the gray tint indicates the (c) percentage of acceptable results (d) distance to
the maximum left reach.
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When the discharge exceeds the mean discharge (as reported in Tarpanelli et al. [2013]), this constant value
is nearly reached. Despite of a slightly different (six-point) solution scheme, the model structure of MIKE 11
resembles the structure of the UNET model. Although the sizes of the river Po and the river Demer are not
comparable, a further reflection on these results is important. Given these calibration results, using a con-
stant roughness for all stages in the hydraulic model might result in a synthetic data set that fits the power
law rating curve model (that also assumes this constant roughness) better than real stage-discharge data
for low to medium flow situations. This issue will be further addressed in section 2.3.3.
2.3.2. Creation of a Transition in Data Consistency
A transition in data consistency is created by use of hydraulic models with different geometric properties.
Based on the original model, 10 new models are created with altered cross sections over a zone of 2 km
around Aarschot. Each of them deviates from the previous by lowering these cross sections with 0.1 m and
widening them by 0.2 m, as visualized in the legend of Figure 4.

Next, a simulation that covers the whole range of observed water levels in Aarschot is performed with the
original model and the 10 new models. Therefore, the measured discharges of the November 2010 flood
are imposed at the upstream boundaries of the modeled tributaries. To ensure the coverage of the entire
range of observed stages, the measured discharge at the upstream boundary in the river Demer itself is
adapted (Figure 5). This adjustment is justified as the purpose of the simulations is to create synthetic data
without needing a link to the real flood conditions.

For each simulation, the resulting stages and discharges in Aarschot form the basis of the synthetic data. To
ensure a realistic variation in the synthetic data, the selection of points is based on the availability of in situ
observed stage-discharge data in this location. Each gauging point of the measured data series is replaced

by the simulated water level that best
approximates its stage value and by
the accompanying discharge result.
Hence, for all 11 geometric situations,
a series of data points with simulta-
neous water level and discharge meas-
urements is created.

The next step is to combine data origi-
nating from different geometric prop-
erties. Therefore, a randomly chosen
index determines the moment of tran-
sition between two situations. Before
this index, synthetic water levels and
discharges created with the original
geometry are used. After this transition
index, the stage-discharge data result
from simulations with a different
geometry. The transition itself can be
sharp or can consist of a number of
data points originating from interme-
diate geometric situations. Finally, a
Gaussian noise with zero mean and a
standard deviation of 0.5 cm for water
levels and of 3% for discharges was
imposed on these data series to
account for measurement errors.

By applying the BReach methodology
for a comprehensive range of transi-
tion indices, different degrees of geo-
metric changes and a variety of
transition modes, its robustness can be
tested. Figure 4 provides an overview

Figure 8. (a) Combined BReach plot for the gauging station in Aarschot in the riv-
er Demer. For each index in the x axis, the gray area indicates the span between
the index of the maximum left reach (under the bisector) and of the maximum
right reach (above the bisector). Each gray tint represents a different degree of
tolerance. The red marks indicate the moments of the highest yearly maximum
levels of the continuous measurement device. (b) Available stage-discharge data
in Aarschot.
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of the different situations used for validation, each represented by a horizontal bar. For each index in the
data series, the gray tint indicates the geometric situation that is used to create it.
2.3.3. Effect of Data Availability
The BReach methodology can prove its robustness if results do not depend on a change in data availability.
Synthetic data sets are created to investigate this effect.

First, a change in data availability is simulated by multiple random subsamples of the original synthetic data
series. To achieve this, a synthetic data series is subsampled without replacement to form a new data series
with only a quarter of the original synthetic data. Subsequently, a BReach analysis is performed on this
reduced data set. This is repeated 20 times for data series 1, 4, 6, and 8 in Figure 4.

In a second part, a BReach analysis is performed with subsets of the data that contain only a limited range
of discharge values. A low, medium, and high flow subset is created for data series 1, 4, 6, and 8 in Figure 4.
The low flow subset consists of all gauging data corresponding with a discharge value lower than the mean
discharge measured in Aarschot (14.8 m3/s). The high flow subset consists of all gauging data correspond-
ing with a discharge value higher than the minimum of the measured annual maximum discharges
(30.6 m3/s). The medium flow subset contains all gauging data that neither belong to the low nor to the
high flow subset. This analysis provides insight in the capacity of measurements in different flow classes
(each with their own parametrization results for the rating curve model) to distinguish between the created
consistent periods and thus allows to estimate how a lack of (high or low) flow data might influence results.
Furthermore, comparing results for low flow situations with those of the other two flow classes helps to
understand the potential effect of using a fixed Manning coefficient for all stages in the hydraulic model (cf.
section 2.3.1).
2.3.4. Effect of Observational Uncertainty
The estimation of the observational uncertainty is a major user-made decision for the cases applied in this
research. In the definition of acceptable model results, an acceptance zone is assumed based on estimations
of 95% uncertainty bounds for both stage and discharge measurements. As a Gaussian noise is imposed on
the synthetic data series, these bounds consist of 62r, with r the standard deviation of this noise. The

0

Figure 9. BReach analysis results for 20 subsamples of different synthetic data series, the latter each represented by a horizontal bar. The
gray tint indicates the geometry from which data points origin, characterized by its deviation in depth (D) and width (W) from the basic
geometry. For each of the 20 subsamples, diamonds under the bar indicate the detected last data point of the period before transition.
Diamonds above the bar indicate their detected first data points of the period after transition. The more subsamples that share the same
result, the larger the size of the diamond.
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impact of this decision is investigated by changing these bounds for all synthetic data series of Figure 4
into 6r and 63r (68% and 99.7% uncertainty bounds).

Additionally, synthetic data sets are created similarly as data series 1 and 4 in Figure 4, but imposed to a
Gaussian noise with a doubled standard deviation (1 cm for water levels and of 6% for discharges) and they
are combined with the same acceptance zones as above. However, due to the altered standard deviations
of the noise, these acceptance zones now consist of 60.5r, 6r, and 61.5r (i.e., 38%, 68%, and 87% uncer-
tainty bounds, respectively). This analysis thus expresses the effect of an underestimation of the observa-
tional uncertainty.
2.3.5. Effect of Model Deficiency
As stated above, the BReach methodology allows for a certain degree of deficiency in the model perfor-
mance. Although in a part of the investigated river reach some inundations occur at higher stages, the
majority of the rating curve data belong to a regular cross-section shape and can most likely be approached
by a single power law. A test of the methodology with a less exemplary situation is thus necessary to dem-
onstrate this flexibility toward model deficiency.

The original hydraulic model is adapted to create a sudden change in cross-section shape and consequently
in the behavior of the rating curve. In the 2 km zone around Aarschot, where the maximum width of the
original cross sections never exceeds 40 m, the part of each cross section situated more than 2.68 m above
the lowest bed level is widened with 100 m. An example of this change is shown in Figure 6a. This adapted
model is the starting point to create several synthetic data series with well-known transition points. These
new data series can be expected to enclose two difficulties for the BReach analysis. First, there is no uniform
rating curve behavior as a function of height and hence a simple power law cannot describe the full height
range. Second, the difference between the data sets before and after the transition point is small for all
data points above a water depth of 2.68 m (Figure 6b). Because of the large cross-section width above this
water depth (up to 140 m), the geometric change between two analyzed situations (lowering with 1 meter
and widening with 2 m) has only a small effect on the occurring discharges. In the created data series, 47%

Figure 10. BReach analysis results for low, medium and high flow subsamples of different synthetic data series, the latter each represented by a horizontal bar. The gray tint indicates
the geometry from which data points origin, characterized by its deviation in depth (D) and width (W) from the basic geometry. For each of the three subsamples, a colored diamond
under the bar indicates the detected last data point of the period before transition. Diamonds above the bar indicate their detected first data points of the period after transition.
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of the data points are situated in this zone where the difference between simulation results (situation
before and after geometric transition) is often smaller than the estimated observational uncertainty. The
ability to utilize a model with known limitations to describe the data series is tested by using a simple pow-
er law model when applying the BReach methodology on those synthetic data series.

An additional BReach analysis is performed with low, medium, and high flow subsets for two of the synthet-
ic data series investigated with the deficient rating curve model. These subsets are created similarly as in
section 2.3.3. They should again provide insight in the capacity of measurements in different flow classes to
distinguish between the created consistent periods, this time with a particular focus on the (expected) limit-
ed contribution of high flow data.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Parametrization
Although the aim of the BReach methodology is not to assess the parameters of a rating curve model, a verifica-
tion of the sampling strategy is important. As all three parameters are sampled from truncated distributions, the
validity of the chosen sampling limits needs to be evaluated. An example of such an evaluation is shown in Figure
7 for data series 3 of Figure 4. For each sampled parameter set, the percentage of points in this data series that
has acceptable results is assessed. This percentage indicates the overall performance of the parameter set for the
complete data series. Figure 7a shows this percentage in the y axis of three scatter plots, with in the x axis the cor-
responding value of one the rating curve parameters. For parameters n and c, it is clear that the sampled range is
wider than the zone where maximum values of this percentage occur. For parameter h0 however, percentages at
the lower limit of the sampled zone are only slightly lower than the maximum attained percentages.

In a second analysis, parameter values that are determinant for a BReach analysis are evaluated. Therefore,
for each point in the synthetic data series, the distance to the maximum left reach is defined as the differ-

ence between the index of the ana-
lyzed data point and its maximum left
reach. Moreover, the parameter sets
that cause this maximum left reach are
selected. The three scatter plots in Fig-
ure 7b show the distance to the maxi-
mum left reach in the y axis, with in
the x axis the corresponding values of
one of the rating curve parameters. As
the maximum reach in a data point is
caused by only a limited amount of
parameter sets, this plot shows a very
irregular spread in the scatter of
points. The zones with the highest dis-
tances to the maximum left reach are
rather similar to the zones with maxi-
mum percentages in Figure 7a, albeit a
bit more constrained for parameter h0.

In Figure 7c, scatter plots show two
dimensions of the three-dimensional
parameter space. The gray tint indi-
cates the percentage of acceptable
results for the corresponding parame-
ter set. In Figure 7d, similar plots are
shown with a gray tint representing
the distance to the maximum left
reach. They have the same irregular
spread in the scatter of points as the
plots of Figure 7b. In both Figure 7c

Figure 11. Combined BReach plots of a synthetic data series with a created
abrupt change in data consistency at index 201. The analyzed data set is a sub-
sample that consists of (a) low flow data, (b) medium flow data, (c) high flow data.
In all subplots, the gray area indicates for each index in the x axis the span
between the index of the maximum left reach (under the bisector) and the maxi-
mum right reach (above the bisector). Each gray tint represents a different degree
of tolerance.
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and 7d, a strong interdependency of all three parameters is visible. Again, similar patterns are detectable
for both the percentages of acceptable results and the distances to the maximum left reach. The plots with
parameter h0 in the x axis show two separate groups of parameters (situated parallel to each other) that
represent the two different consistent periods in the data series.

Based on this parameter analysis, the lower limit of the sampling range of parameter h0 (the stage of zero
flow) could be questioned. Nevertheless, this limit is based on physical properties of the river (40 cm lower
than the river bed of the hydraulic model). As discussed in section 2.1.2, it is thus not advisable to lower it.
Therefore, the original sampling strategy is maintained.

3.2. Measured Data Set
In Figure 8a, a combined BReach plot for Aarschot is shown. In this plot, the moments near the five highest
yearly maximum stages recorded with the continuous measurement device are indicated with a red mark.
This plot shows changes in data consistency that corresponds with historical information. During a first peri-
od (February 1980 to May 1982), there is no consistency detected in the data series. This period coincides
with the infrastructural works to deepen and widen the river’s cross section and to heighten the river dikes,
resulting in a continuous change in the stage-discharge relationship. The end of these works results in the
start of a consistent period at index 29 (August 1982) that ends at index 235 (March 2006). After this
moment, the data series shows a lack of consistency again. The moment of this second change is situated
between two large floods and near the introduction of new measurement devices. Since that moment,
these new devices that make use of the Doppler effect gradually replaced the former mechanical velocity
measurements. Moreover, the maintenance works that effect the cross section of the river bed occurred in
this period. It is difficult to quantify the effect of these causes separately. Nevertheless, it is possible that
their joined effect leads to the detected change in consistency. In Figure 8b, stage-discharge measurements
of these three different periods are plotted separately.

3.3. Basic Synthetic Data Sets
For all synthetic data series, the end-
point of the first and the startpoint of
the second consistent data period are
derived according to step 6 of the
BReach methodology (section 2.1.6). In
Figure 4, these points are represented
by filled diamonds.

Data series 1–5 represent an abrupt
transition from the original geometry
toward a 1 m deepened and 2 m wid-
ened geometry. In Figures 2a–2c, com-
bined BReach plots, respectively,
belonging to data series 4, 1, and 2 are
shown. These plots demonstrate how
data points that systematically cause
discontinuities for a 0% degree of tol-
erance evolve toward singularities (5%
and 10% degrees of tolerance) that are
at last concealed by the flexibility of
the 20% and 40% degrees of tolerance.
In these figures, a discontinuity in the
value of the maximum reaches is visi-
ble for all degrees of tolerance, indicat-
ing a transition in data consistency.
These transitions coincide with the cre-
ated transitions in the synthetic data
series. For data series 3 and 5, these
plots are likewise self-explanatory and

Figure 12. Combined BReach plots of synthetic data series with a created abrupt
change in data consistency at index 201 and imposed to a noise with a standard
deviation of 0.5 cm for stages and 3% for discharges. The zone that defines
acceptable model results encloses an uncertainty bound around stage and dis-
charge measurements of (a) 68%, (b) 95%, (c) 99.7%. In all subplots, the gray area
indicates for each index in the x axis the span between the index of the maximum
left reach (under the bisector) and the maximum right reach (above the bisector).
Each gray tint represents a different degree of tolerance.
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do not cause difficulties when assess-
ing consistent data periods. The
BReach methodology leads thus to a
correct assessment of the transition
points for these abrupt transitions.

When a more gradual transition is sim-
ulated (data series 6 and 7), consistent
data periods are all found within or at
the boundaries of this transition zone.
For data series 6, the combined
BReach plots result in two separate
consistent data periods, divided by
several consecutive data points that
do not belong to either of them.

A less significant geometric transition
is tested with data series 8 and 9. A
50 cm deepening and 1 m widening of
the cross sections is still clearly detect-
able. When applying a 10 cm deepen-
ing and a 20 cm widening however,
the deviations of the rating curve
caused by geometric changes have
the same order of magnitude as the
estimated data uncertainty and no
clear transitions are detected.

3.4. Effect of Data Availability
The results of the BReach analysis for
20 subsamples that contain a quarter
of the original data series are shown in

Figure 9. Due to the random character of the subsamples, the real transition point is not always included in
the investigated subsamples and the most neighboring data point in the subsample will hence represent
the transition moment. For some of the subsamples, the randomly picked data points lead to less straight-
forward BReach plots. Nevertheless, a detection of the correct or neighboring indices was possible for 95%
of the subsamples of synthetic data series 1, while 70% were found for data series 2. In all other cases, other
data points near the original transition point were detected (Figure 9). In one of the subsamples of data
series 1, an extra transition moment was detectable in the BReach plots. This false transition point has no
harmful consequences for the following in-depth analysis within the consistent data periods that are
derived from the BReach results. Nevertheless, the data series that are used for it will be unnecessarily
shortened.

When a more gradual transition is considered (data series 3), all subsamples result in detecting both indices
in the transition zone. In the analysis for a smaller change in geometry (data series 4), 60% of all detected
indices equal or neighbor the transition point.

Despite the sometimes larger scatter, Figure 9 clearly indicates that the detected changes in data consisten-
cy all pinpoint at the period in which a real transition occurs. For all investigated cases, the BReach method-
ology is thus capable of delimiting a change in consistency irrespectively of a more limited data availability.

In Figure 10, results of the BReach analysis with low, medium, and high flow subsamples are shown. In all
cases, it was possible to detect changes in consistency near the created transition point of the synthetic
data series. For the data series with only 0.5 m deepening and 1 m widening of the cross sections however,
an extra transition point was detectable in the BReach plots. Although all subsamples lead to nearly the
same conclusions, results tend to be less straightforward when discharge values are higher (e.g., Figure 11).
For these higher discharges, the relative contribution of the geometric changes between two consistent

Figure 13. BReach plots of synthetic data series with a created abrupt change in
data consistency at index 201 and imposed to a noise with a standard deviation
of 1 cm for stages and 6% for discharges. The zone that defines acceptable model
results encloses an uncertainty bound around stage and discharge measurements
of (a) 38%, (b) 68%, (c) 86.6%. In all subplots, the gray area indicates for each
index in the x axis the span between the index of the maximum left reach (under
the bisector) and the maximum right reach (above the bisector). Each gray tint
represents a different degree of tolerance.
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periods to the channel conveyance is
lower and thus the distinctive capacity
of the corresponding subsample
decreases. For the analyzed data sets,
a lack of high flow data would thus not
influence the results of a BReach analy-
sis strongly. However, the large distinc-
tive capacity of the low flow
subsample is possibly too optimistic
due to the fixed Manning coefficient
for all stages in the hydraulic model
(cf. discussion in section 2.3.1). It is
important to note that these results
are situation-specific and depend on
the type of events that cause temporal
consistency changes and of their
characteristics.

3.5. Effect of Observational
Uncertainty
A change in the size of the acceptance
zone that defines acceptable model
result alters the structure of the
BReach plots. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 12. As can be expected, a smaller
acceptance zone of 6r (68% uncer-
tainty bounds) will result in more false
rejections (type II errors) and thus
BReach plots with low degrees of toler-
ance will not contain much informa-
tion (cf. Figure 12a). However, despite
a lot of singularities in the plots with
higher degrees of tolerance, the pat-
tern of the data consistency is still
detectable. An increased acceptance
zone of 63r (99.7% uncertainty
bounds) on the contrary, results in a
very straightforward BReach plot, even

for a 0% degree of tolerance (Figure 12c). However, the reduction of type II errors, that causes this change,
risks to be accompanied by an increase in type I errors (false acceptances) that can lower the discriminatory
capacity of the methodology.

In Figures 13a–13c, results are shown of using the same acceptance zones for a synthetic data series that is
imposed to a Gaussian noise with doubled standard deviation. This leads to effective acceptance bounds
of, respectively, 60.5r (38%), 6r (68%), and 61.5r (86.6%). An acceptance zone of 60.5r is too small and
results in excessive amounts of type II errors and a corresponding combined BReach plot that does not pro-
vide useful information. Nevertheless, both other figures indicate a transition around index 201.

Similar results were obtained for all other data series in the analysis. Although a correct estimation of obser-
vational uncertainties should be aimed for, a (limited) misjudgment does not seem to alter results of a
BReach analysis. Moreover, the information content of BReach results based on multiple acceptance zones
has a complementary character and can augment the comprehension of results.

3.6. Effect of Model Deficiency
Despite the use of a model that is known to cover only a limited range of the measured stages, all investi-
gated situations lead to the assessment of indices near the real data transition point (Figure 14a). Figure

Figure 14. (a) BReach analysis results based on a deficient model for different
synthetic data series, each represented by a horizontal bar. The gray tint indicates
the geometry from which data points origin, characterized by its deviation in
depth (D) and width (W) from the basic geometry. Dashed lines indicate detected
consistent data periods. Diamonds under the bar indicate the resulting last data
point of the period before transition. Diamonds above the bar indicate resulting
first data points of the period after transition. (b) Combined BReach plots of syn-
thetic data series 1 with a created abrupt change in data consistency at index 48.
For each index in the x axis, the gray area indicates the span between the index
of the maximum left reach (under the bisector) and the maximum right reach
(above the bisector). Each gray tint represents a different degree of tolerance.
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14b shows the combined BReach plot
for synthetic data series 1 as an exam-
ple. Similarly as in the previous section,
plots for low degrees of tolerance con-
tain little information while plots for
higher degrees lead to a correct
assessment of the transition point.

An evaluation of data series 1 and 4 of
Figure 14 using subsamples with only
low, medium, and high flow data leads
to satisfying results for the low and
medium flow data. As could be
expected from Figure 6b, a BReach
analysis of only the high flow data
does not lead to the assessment of
consistent periods (e.g., Figure 15).
Again, these results are situation-
specific and cannot be extrapolated to
other situations without knowledge of
the governing circumstances.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a methodology is devel-
oped to assess consistency in rating
curve data preliminary to a more pro-
found model evaluation and it is suc-
cessfully validated with both
measured and synthetic sets of rating

curve data. The combination of different degrees of tolerance results in a robust methodology and lim-
its the amount of assumptions to be made by users.

Tests show relatively little dependency of the results on possible misjudgments. Even the choice of a model
that is only able to describe a subset of the analyzed data leads to satisfying conclusions. Nevertheless, a
preliminary BReach analysis should be followed by a more in-depth analysis within the identified consistent
data periods.

Due to its robustness and to its possibility to extend an existing analysis with new data without demanding
calculations, the BReach methodology is a very promising tool for preliminary data analysis in both a
research and an operational context. Its flexibility to adopt different approaches for sampling and for the
definition of acceptable results permits a relatively simple addition of BReach within an existing context for
data and model analysis. Moreover, the use can be expanded. A test with a larger diversity of rating curve
data and an application for other processes with temporal or seasonal variability are interesting future
research steps. Furthermore, the methodology can be used in other dimensions than the temporal one. For
example, performing an additional BReach analysis on data points that are sorted as a function of stage
might provide information about stage-dependent discontinuities and thus the need to use segmented rat-
ing curves. Besides, an extension toward other variables and processes can be investigated.
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